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Abstract : 11 is found that lhe quark condensate (<{q), instead of decreasing at high p,
as commonly expected, starts to increase after a certain density (~ 1.5/po), - in standard
rclativistic nuclear matter models. When the models contain coupling constants which
arc density dependent, {qq} —>• 0 at high p and '1\ but the effective nucleon mass changes
little, showing a decoupling of the mass from the condensate. It is remarkable that (qq)
is independent of the hadronic models we choose, upto p ~ po.
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QCD, has a non-trivial vacuum with huge non-perturbative condensates of quarks and
gluons. The (mark condensate with which we are more concerned in this paper is given
as

(W ) n - (2M±:*0 McVf (1)

The non-zero value is due to the breaking of approximate chiral symmetry by the vacuum,
otherwise enjoyed by the QCI) llamillonian, by virtue of the smallness of the quark mass
mq :

UQCD - //o I 2mqqq (2)

I ho major part of the above being the chirally sj'iinuc-tric IIQ.
A necessary but not sufficient condition for chiral symmetry restoration in QCD is

that the (qq) —» 0 at high p and T | l | . If the symmetry is still not restored the pseuclo-
Coldstone particle, the pion, will be massless and one can have pion condensation [2|.
Stretching the point further, can one presumably say that the collective nucleon will also
be very light, if the pion becomes light ? Keeping these in mind we study the density
and temperature dependence of the condensate and the corresponding sigma term. We
begin with medium effects. Lattice studies cannot cope with finite density problems yet
and QCD sumrule determination of the nucleon sigma term is not satisfactory- according
to ref.[3|. In this work hadronic models of nuclear matter are employed for our purpose.

hi the linear VValecka model |4|, the condensate goes down linearly upto 1.5 times
the nuclear matter density but then tends to increase, contrary to expectations based on
ideas of chiral symmetry restoration. This is the same kind of result obtained by Li and
Ko |5| very recently from Bonn potential in the relativistic Dirac-Brueckner approach.
They also find the results unpalatable and conclude that effects like dependence of meson
-nucleon coupling constants on the current (murk mass and chiral invariance may become
crucial in obtaining a reliable result for the density dependence of the quark condensate.
Indeed we iind the contrary result for variants of the VValecka model given by Zimanyi and
Moszkowski (see |()|), the models are labelled by ZM and ZM3 respectively where mesons
interact non-linearly and couplings are /?-dependent. In %M and ZM3, the effective nucleon
remains massive but (qq) goes to zero at high p.

Before details of our calculations we discuss a few relevant points. In the QCI) sum
rule approach, studied by loffe [7] and others [8| one gets a simple approximate expression
for the nueleon mass :

M/v---(«7r2/A/~)(<K/>o (3)

and the formula is to be evaluated for M2 ~ A//v2- This shows that to this order of
approximation ( about 10 per cent or so) the nucleon mass is controlled by the quantity
in oq.(l). l'Voin this rough analysis one; would conclude that at finite temperature T or



density p one should have a scaling

where MN* is '11C! effective nucleon mass in linit.e p or 7'. Indeed this was the idea put
forward in |9|. Later it was suggested [10| that more careful analysis of the sum rule yields
a linear scaling :

^ - \MN*/AtN\ (5)

at least for finite density. In Figs, la and Ib neither eq.('l) nor cq.(5) is strictly valid
beyond normal nuclear matter density po and the cubic scaling is roughly obeyed by the
ZM model (Fig. la) while the linear one is preferred by the ZM3 model (Fig. 11)). We
now review how these figures can be obtained from standard nuclear matter calculations.

A concrete way of getting the quark condensate was laid down by |11] using the
llellmnfiH-l'eviituaii theorem :

',)> (6)
a in,,

which on using eq.(2) yields

.. . . . . d£ . .
2n>.(i(\<iq) — \</c/)o) =•• iriq (7)

dm,,

where the subscript p and 0 indicate expectation value of the relevant operator for the
nucleon in nuclear matter with uniform density p and for the vacuum respectively. The
expression is the same for linite T. £ is the appropriate energy density. The leading term
of the expression d£/dmq of eq.(7) is the experimentally known quantity o> (11] :

f •>, dMN
'2mr/ I d'':i:{{N\qf{\N) — (77)0) "A/ '"'? • (k)

where \N) is the free nucleon at rest. In nuclear matter of volume V with A = pV
nucleons, translational invariance makes the quark condensate density constant and the
integral in eq.(8) gives :

oA = 2mqV({qq)p-(qq)0). (9)

Comparing eq.(9) to cq.(7) :

*-<>A -- , n q l * - (10)
A <>">,,



and (using- the relation of Cell-Mann, Oakes and Ren nor, COR, in short) :

with /V !):{ MoV and

is the elfective 0-commutator lor a nucleon in the nuclear medium. 11' we neglect b£, the
nueleon kinetic and interaction energy density in

£ - pMN I b£ (13)

we get oeff ---- oN.
Combining the oqns.(7, 9 and 13) we separate the static; nucleon part and the effect

of b£ on oeff is :

Q P

1b consider in-medium quark condensate, we need rolativiatic nuclear niatler |JJ | . Scrot
and VValecka |4| advocated a relativistic field theoretic description of nuclear matter based
on the nucleon interacting with the scalar a and the vector UJ meson lields linearly. And
this is one of the models which was used in ref . | l l | to analyze (qq) for p ~ 1.5 p,, at
T =r 0.

l')\(ui in spatially uniform nuclear matter the following vital questions could be posed

(1) What happens to (qq) when the o and UJ lields are non-linear, inducing the
couplings to be density dependent? These features were found to be very important say,
in reducing the nuclear matter compressibility.

(2) What, is the oiled, on the effective nucleon mass? Is it similar to that of (qq) ?
What happens at T / 0 ?

Keeping those in mind wo choose, apart from Walecka, two other models used in |Ci|.
So the models are :

(1) Linear Walecka model where the coupling constants to a and u lields, ga and g^
respectively, with the nucleon remain constant with p.

(2) ZM : (the usual one in the literature): It is constructed by changing the covariant
derivative term in the Walecka model in such a way that, after an appropriate reseating,
the Jiagrangiau describes the motion of a baryon with an effective! mass M* — m*M
instead of the bare mass M. This information goes to the meson -baryon coupling, modify-
ing it to an effective scalar coupling constant, dependent on p, while the vector coupling
constant remains the same.



(3) ZM3 : A variant of ZIvI is obtained if, instead of modifying Hie covariant derivative
term, one simply modifies the kinetic energy term of the baryon. As before, after an
appropriate rescaling, the Lagraugian describes a baryon of mass A/*. This information
manifests not only in the scalar-baryon coupling but also in the vector-baryon coupling.
Both of them now depend on density. The vector and the scalar fields are now coupled.
Connected in this way,

The elfective coupling constants are given by : ()*„!(]„ - in* and g^/fju, = m* where
AI^I/MN ~ m*(o) -- (I I-t)aO/M)~l. The expression for the energy density at, a given
temperature T can be found in the mean Held approach (MFA),

8 = 2^^ + 01
where

(16)

Here the degeneracy factor 7 4, ?».*. and 11.^. stand for the I'enni-Dirac distribution for
baryons and antibaryons with arguments (IC* F̂ v)fT respectively. The energy E*{k) —
(k2 I Mff)? and v is an elective chemical potential which preserves the number of baryons
and antibaryons in the ensemble. The effective nucleon mass A/yy, is obtained from the
minimization of £ . From eq.(7)

r { •>"<, • OS i)MN OS ihn* OS (hn^ 0£OS ihn* OS (hn^ 0£_ $%>_ OS^Og^.
0m dm 0m 0m Dg Oin 0g dm0 0>nq 0mw dmq 0ma 0mq Dg^ Oinq 0ga dmq

We ado])t the rules |11|,

, and =• — , (18)
mq <h» M m

and for the Walecka model (he variation of the meson-couplings with mq is unspecified
and neglected. Calculating the derivatives in eq.(!7), by using eq.(15), we obtain a unified
expression for (qq) at some T:

where, in terms of a and /i, the models are describes as : VValecka(o: — (.1 — 0), ZM (« =
I and/j = 0) and ZM3 (a. = ft = 1 ). The terms multiplied by a and ft are obtained from
the variation of the scalar and vector elfective couplings with mq respectively.



We find (qq) J(qq)0 and the oeff almost model independent upto a density p •-- p$ ~
0.15/?n-3 (Fig. 2). Throughout this paper aN - 45 MeV. With this, at p - p(h at.ff -
41.245 MeV for all the models. As expected [11), the reduction is less than 2%. However,
as evident in Fig.3, for high densities this reduction, 10 — 20% for ZM models, is not
neglegible anymore. We stress here that (qq)PtJ(qq)o ~- O.u'9, for all the models. We
calculate the contribution of h£, using eq.(i'l), to the condensate and find it negligible at
small densities. For example at p pot (qq) I((1(I)Q — 0.005 as compared to 0.G9 for the
total. Further, (qq)fif ~ -(-lOii/cl')3, reducing (qq)(> to -('MlAIeVf from its vacuum
value of —(2'M)MeV)A. At this density, the kinetic and the interaction energy almost
cancel each other and there is saturation. This is reflected on (qq) also. The stabilizing
density dependence of//* and p^ make | (qq) ) | smaller than that in the Walecka model.
Thus (qq)pl(qq)\) reduces with density to be at par with the leading order as shown in
Fig.2 for ZM models. This is more pronounced for ZM3 Model, (qq) increases with p
and the corresponding n,-ff (Fig.3) is decreased.

If there is scaling as in eq.(4 or 5) or in any other form, the effective nucleon mass
M* vanishes when the condensate vanishes. This is awkward for nuclear physicists since
the meaning of nuclei or nuclear matter composed of y.cro mass particles is ill-delined. Is
there some model where the condensate will decouple ?

Indeed, as shown in Fig. 1-2, the ZM models decouple a decreasing condensate from
the effective nucleon mass whereas in the Walecka model at p > po, (qq)pl(qq)o goes up
and M*jM —* 0. lu-medium quark condensate is governed by aeff ( eq.(ll)) which in
turn is the derivative of (£/p) and not of M^ (eq.(12)). This explains why the (qq) and
Mjy might have different density dependence and therefore the decoupling occurs. After
all, at p -— po, when £jpo — M — — \5.75MeV, (qq) is found to be the same for all
hadronic models with very different. A/jy (/?„).

In the ZM models, there are non-linear interaction terms, which in a heuristic way
incorporates the effect of many-body forces. Now the condensate (joes down luith density
whereas the nuclcon mass does not change so much. Thus there is a working model of
relativistic nuclear matter which has the right behaviour for (qq) built into it. Also it gives
us (he hope that one may indeed construct more refined models with the same features
which combines the two desirable features of vanishing (qq) and non-vanishing effective
nucleon mass.

For finite temperature 7', one must take into account the effect of pion gas which
dominates the linite 7' vacuum |12|, |13|. This is easily done in the models considered
above using the factorization hypothesis, assuming that the pion gas is non-interacting
with the nucleons at high temperature. At moderate! 7' this may introduce errors but
at high 7', near the chiral restoration point surely this is not a bad approximation. For
moderate 7' careful calculations have been done by Leutwyler ami Smilga |14J using the



pion-nucleon scattering data through dispersion relations and recently by Koike |15| using
QC'I) sum rules including the effect of pion-nucleon scattering. These studies show (hat
the nucleon mass does not change by more than a lew percent at Unite T, thus supporting
our effective model calculations.

In the present paper we restrict ourselves to the case of zero baryon density and Unite
T. This is the situation where the vector meson does not couple to the nucleon-antinucleon
souj), but. the scalar density is non-zero and an expression for the o^(T) can be found
easily. Thermal pious in the vacuum can be effectively taken through the T- dependence

or u li-r>|,
IAT) ., fSv - LMjd) (20)

o./n-

where

vi - Jz«. ny — I

The definition of the OA'(/') for zco chemical potential is as follows :

W r ... , „ <>N{T)
- i -n m

and

777 '^ IT) rr^

PsoN{T) ;•- \-^-{MN - M*N{T)) I (1 |. w)—JL-(A/yv - M*N(T))2\oN(T = 0). (23)

where

(24)

is the scalar density.
Using A/^(T) - MK-<£n(T) and m*.= M%('!')/MN in e<|.(23) where the scalar field

o(l') — Pam*°(jZ/iHo? 'he sigina term reduces to a simple form :

,,N(T) = (2 j - « - ( l \ a) in*) in*" ,,N{0), (25)

In Kigs.t(a-c), the change of quark condensate with T is shown, - with and without
the pion effects in the vacuum. As in the case of finite density the behaviour of the quark
condensate and the il/jy with temperature is found to be different. The condensate goes
to its zero value in all the three models, - signalling perhaps, a new phase. The change
in Al^ in ZM models is very little compared to that in VValecka model. In the latter, the
condensate goes down very sharply, -just like the M^(T). The fall off is not compensated
by the rise in ps, hence ON{T) increases sharply (Fig.5). All these indicate a first order
phase transition. The ZM models, on the other hand, suggest a higher order transition.



Tho inclusion of pious in the vacuum reduces the critical temperature (7j.) by 10%.
l'br example in ZM3 model, l'c becomes 230 MeV from its pionless vacuum-value Tc =
260MeV.

In summary it is intriguing to find, that the quark condensate at normal p is indepen-
dent of the hadron-model wo choose, - models with very dillerent M^ and incompressibil-
ity. But at high p and T it indeed de])euds on the modelling and it is possible to get a
decoupling of the condensate from the effective uucleon mass, o,.// at high p reduces by
10-20%.

With temperature, the condensate does go to swro. The «//('/') changes more dra-
matically only for the Walecka model which shows a sharper increase compared to the
non-linear hadron models where we have an increase of about 10% at T = 7'C) suggesting
the latter might have higher order phase, transition.
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Figure Captions
Vig. I (H-1>) : .Scaling laws of e<|.('l) and c(|. (5) respectively.
Fig. 2 : Ratio of the condensates to the vacuum value with density for three models

are shown.
K'K- -\ : aN with density.
Fig. A (a-c) : A ]>lol, of the ratio of the condensate with the vacuum value ami the

effective mass with temperature for three models.
Fig. 5 : A plot ofo/v with temperature for three models.
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